
What difference does ClickLearn make?

“Hands down, ClickLearn is the most
efficient solution on the market for
creating and updating user instructions
both written and interactive”

- Martin Kerr, President of Bestborn Business Solutions

For

Microsoft 
Dynamics
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Making you more successful
with Microsoft Dynamics

INTRODUCTION

 Learning videos in 3 formats:
 Presentation
 Walkthrough
 E-Learning

 On-screen guidance with ClickLearn Assist

 Written instructions:
 HTML
 Microsoft Word
 Microsoft PowerPoint
 PDF

 Internal e-learning portals using ClickLearn 
InsideHelp™ (for NAV & CRM)

 HTML-based eLearning portals

 Digital voice narration in 30+ languages



Solution overview
The eight levels of value with 

ClickLearn



Save 50-80% of your time on 
writing and formatting materials

ClickLearn writes the user 
instructions for you
 Walk through the process once in Dynamics

 ClickLearn documents each step

 You get consistently high-quality
user instructions

 Formatted to your
corporate template

VALUE
Level

1



Ideal for App upgrades, modifications 
and process changes

ClickLearn Recognizes 
changes in your solution
 Just click on REPLAY in ClickLearn

 ClickLearn stops at your changes

 You walk through the changed steps

 Save and click Produce

VALUE
Level

2



VALUE
Level

3

ClickLearn produces user 
instructions in multiple formats

 Written instructions with cropped screenshots for each step
 Created with your corporate template enforcing the corporate identity
 Group recordings into books and shelves for auto chaptalizing

 Walkthroughs with full-size screenshots of every step in a process
 Notes made by the author and ClickLearn are included
 Perfect for classroom scenarios or users who need a visual overview

 Web pages for each instruction with step-by-step instructions
 Hyperlinks to written instructions and videos for easy access
 For books and shelves, ClickLearn will automatically produce portal 

web pages with embedded search and links to all recordings

A single click can produce every format in multiple languages



VALUE
Level
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ClickLearn also produces 
multiple training videos

Presentation videos
 Explain a process without user-interaction required
 Videos are computer-narrated from an auto generated manuscript
 Any notes made by the author are also displayed and narrated

A single click also produces all video formats in multiple languages

Walkthrough videos
 Requires the user to interact in order to progress
 Follows a sequential process as the presentation videos

E-learning videos
 Fully interactive videos where the user needs to complete sequences 

of steps without guidance
 Completely SCORM compliant and ready to deploy to any LMS
 ClickLearn keeps score of the user’s interactions



VALUE
Level

5ClickLearn Assist offers the user instant 
help without having to call Help Desk 
or read through manuals

ClickLearn delivers
on-screen guidance
INSIDE Microsoft Dynamics
 Every recording is also transformed 

into a virtual on-screen assistant

 The assistant guides the user step-by-
step inside the live system

 ClickLearn Assist intelligently 
monitors the user, and automatically 
progresses when the user completes 
a step correctly

On-screen characters can be customized to corporate preference 
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Level
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Create cross-application
user instructions

Cross system user instructions is fully supported

 If your process leaves Microsoft Dynamics
ClickLearn will follow

 Cross-system instructions are created
with the same consistent high quality

 ClickLearn offers a wide range of connectors
 Microsoft Office and SharePoint
 Generic or custom Windows Apps
 Generic or custom Web Apps
 Microsoft Dynamics 365|NAV|CRM|AX
 SAP, Oracle and IFS Applications



VALUE
Level

7
The learning portal organizes, 
controls and monitors the on-
boarding and continous learning of 
your end-users

Deliver a complete learning 
portal inside or outside 
Microsoft Dynamics
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Level
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Implement ClickLearn 
immediately at no cost

 We will get you on board in one two-hour online session
 We will Install and configure ClickLearn on your PC’s
 We will train your staff at no cost

 One-hour Follow-up training after initial setup at no cost
 We will ensure your template customizations are done correctly
 We will follow-up with any questions regarding deployment

 You will be enrolled into our customer experience program at no cost
 You gain access to priority support from within ClickLearn
 You get full and free access to training and feature webinars

No complexity. No infrastructure. No consultancy costs.



Where can we help you
with Microsoft Dynamics?

Making IT and support more 
successful

with Microsoft Dynamics

IT benefits

 Automated

 360⁰ user instruction solution

 Reduced help desk calls

Making end-users more 
successful

with Microsoft Dynamics

User benefits

 Uniform user instructions

 On-screen live guidance

 Supports any learning style

Making management more 
successful

with Microsoft Dynamics

Increase Company ROI

 Rapid user adoption

 High process accuracy

 Reduced implementation risks

Everywhere



ClickLearn is trusted to provide 
business critical E-learning to end-
users in more than 24 countries
across the world.

24+
“Hands down, ClickLearn is the most

efficient solution on the market for
creating and updating user instructions

both written and interactive”
- Martin Kerr, President of Bestborn
Business Solutions

Happy customers and partners
is our core business

2300+ authors
From Partners and corporate
customers are using ClickLearn for 
their business processes



EXPERIENCE
CLICKLEARN

View our many feature and webinar videos

 www.clicklearn.dk/dynamics/nav/videos

Reserve a seat in one of our introductory webinars

 www.clicklearn.dk/webinars

Request a personal demo for you and your team

 Use the contact info on the last page

 Send a request from www.clicklearn.dk/contact



Take the first step now...
Get a trial license + free training, and 
get started today

Michael Randrup
Phone: +45 26 30 00 18
Email: mra@clicklearn.dk

www.clicklearn.dk/try


